ANCHORING SYSTEMS

BETTER HOLDING POWER IN A WIDER RANGE OF MATERIALS

Mechanical anchoring systems are expected to perform flawlessly and invisibly in the most demanding situations. These leading manufacturers are making anchoring systems ever safer and more productive.

BRIGHTON BEST/ U.S. ANCHOR

U.S. Anchor has a proud history of serving distributor channels for 45 years. Its products span a comprehensive offering of light/medium- and heavy-duty anchors ideal for construction and industrial applications.

“Our flagship UltraWedge+ wedge anchor has obtained the prestigious ICC-ES approval for cracked concrete and Miami-Dade County approval with corrosion testing,” says Jim Hahn, U.S. Anchor product manager. “Additional approvals for the UltraWedge+ include the states of Florida and California and the city of Los Angeles.”

An improved and expanded TapKing SD small-diameter series is launching this spring with Miami-Dade County approval. This approval includes standard (blue) concrete screws in hex- and flat-head profiles and Trim-head profiles available in various colors to comply with the Florida window industry.

The improved and updated UltraLite light/medium-duty anchor line includes drywall, plastic and nylon, legacy and specialty drive anchors.

U.S. Anchor now also offers a comprehensive line of German-manufactured carbide bits, featuring straight shank, SDS+, SDS-Max, specialty carbide and SDS and standard concrete screw carbide. They are available for immediate shipment.

“U.S. ANCHOR will continue to expand with new product offerings in 2019,” Hahn says. “All anchoring and carbide products can be conveniently sourced from our 21 warehouses. We pride ourselves with trained inside and outside sales professionals who service our valued distributors with a sense of urgency.”
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